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Large scale (type-I) edge localized modes (ELMs) are of 

significant concern in future devices such as ITER [1], 

since large amount of particles and heat fluxes can be 

released onto the plasma facing components during each 

ELM bursts. Fortunately, the resonant magnetic 

perturbation (RMP) has been shown experimentally to be 

capable of successfully controlling type-I ELMs in many 

present-day tokamak devices [2-9]. Extensive theoretical 

and modelling efforts have helped establish that the 

plasma response plays an important role in understanding 

the ELM mitigation/suppression physics.  

This work aims at a systematic numerical study of both 

linear and quasi-linear plasma response to RMP fields for 

eight H-mode scenarios designed for ITER with varying 

plasma current and magnetic field [10], utilizing the 

toroidal resistive MHD codes MARS-F [11] and MARS-

Q [12].  

Based on the MARS-F computed linear response, the 

surface displacement near the X-point of the divertor 

plasma is used as a criterion to optimize the RMP 

configuration for ELM control. The results reveal that the 

optimal RMP coil current phasing for controlling the type-

I ELMs scales roughly linearly with the edge safety factor 

q95. Certain deviation from this scaling also occurs (for the 

ITER 7.5 MA/4.5 T and 7.5 MA/5.3 T scenarios) due to 

variation of the vacuum RMP field spectrum at higher q95-

value (but not directly due to the plasma response). 

Quasi-linear initial-value simulation of the plasma 

response has also been carried out, focusing on the n=3 

RMP coil configuration for ITER. Here, the study aims at 

minimizing the side effects of RMP on the plasma 

momentum and particle confinement for the ITER 

scenarios. For several scenarios (such as the 15 MA 

baseline scenario), the RMP induced change of the plasma 

edge flow is found to be un-voidable. Similar effects due 

to RMP are also found on the plasma density. In general, 

RMP with the optimal coil phasing (for ELM control) 

provides the strongest particle transport. For ITER, this 

side effect can be large and sensitive to choice of the 

plasma scenario, as well as to the coil current phasing. 

The plasma response based on the linear and quasi-

linear models provides useful guidance to the choice of 

the ELM control coil configurations in ITER. It should 

however be realized that other physics, e.g. fully non-

linear MHD, also play important roles in understanding 

ELM control in particular the ELM suppression. 
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Figure 1. The optimal coil phasing for eight ITER scenarios computed by the linear plasma response (left) for the three-

row (U+M+L) ELM control coil configuration. MARS-Q simulated time traces for the net change of the toroidal rotation 

frequency at the magnetic axis (middle) the plasma density (right) integrated over the plasma volume for the 15 MA/5.3 

T/Q=5 ITER scenario at 90 kAt coil current. where, the n=3 RMP coil configuration is assumed. 


